"salt green streams"
heroics; he spoke what to him could not be otherwise than plain
truth: that we were not abandoned but promoted.
And that was the end of my special and personal panic. I had
not been afraid of what might happen to us; but afraid, as usual,
of desolation; afraid of being Horatius, without Spurius Lartius
and brave Herrmnius to stand on either side to keep the bridge
with me. Now it did not matter any more that France had
collapsed, and Russia and America were not yet in, and we had
no friends and no allies. Most splendidly it did not matter—
(The quaking little animals stopped quaking when Noah said:
"We're all in the same ark"!)
On the following Christmas, December, 194.0, I was flung a
similar life-belt in the form of a Christmas card from a friend
and publisher in America. It bore two tiny litde crossed flags,
the Union Jack and the Stars and Stripes; underneath was engraved
in gold (as well it might have been)—
"A prayer
"A wish
Greetings ,
I have always liked the sort of Christmas card of two clasped
hands surrounded by a wreath of forget-me-nots in celluloid, and
"For Auld Lang Syne" winding in and out, and silver bells in a
bunch in a corner j and this card, though artistically an aristocrat by
comparison, brought the same spirit of the-X3ampbells-are-coming-
and-what*s-more-they-u'^mt-to-come, which at that moment of
that year was a live reassurance and a talisman.
I have read somewhere that Winston Churchill in the wars of
his youth served as "a galloper". That is the perfect word to
describe him, then, now and always. His own name helps:
Winston. And next to it, Churchill—a church on a hill; an
English scene in English words; it can be seen from a long way off,
this church on a hill; churches were always built on the highest
piece of ground. And Churchill leads us back by more personal,
less rural association to Marlborough, to Sarah and Randolph
Churchill, victory and a flame of red hair. Millions fed like mis
about Churchill, millions all over the world—which is why I can
quite happily relate the incident of Florrie the cook, rabid radio fan.
It was on the night of one of his really great speeches, a speech for
which we had all been waiting: "You're going to listen to it,
aren't you, Homes" The answer came, a bit resigned: "I shall
*ave to, it's on both stations.91

